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Abstract: As the population structure changes due to lower fertility rates and rapid aging, the blood
supply available for blood transfusion decreases and demand increases. In most countries, blood
management information systems, led by national institutions, operate centrally. However, existing
centralized blood management systems have limitations in that they lack detailed blood information
and, moreover, information is not reflected in real time. To solve this problem, this paper presents
an innovative blood cold chain system based on blockchain technology. The proposed system aims
to increase information visibility by recording the overall information on the blood supply and
providing detailed blood information such as blood consumption and disposal to the distributed
ledger. In addition, this paper proposes direct blood transactions between medical institutions in
cases of emergency. Currently, blockchain technologies are being actively employed in the supply
chain management and medical fields in addition to financial systems. Particularly, private blockchain
techniques with limited participants are relatively fast and reliable, making them suitable for B2B
(Business-to-Business) transactions. Therefore, the proposed system is based on the architecture of
Hyperledger Fabric, a private blockchain technology implemented by the Hyperledger Composer
tool. Information in the proposed blood cold chain system cannot be forged or tampered with,
and information recorded and shared in real time is kept transparent. In addition, allowing for B2B
blood transaction in special circumstances will minimize the blood supply time and enable patients
to be transfused quickly. Moreover, the surplus blood of medical institutions will be used to increase
the usage rate relative to the supply amount.

Keywords: blood cold chain; blockchain; hyperledger; information visibility

1. Introduction

The amount of life-saving blood available for transfusion depends on the amount obtained
through blood donation. Globally, blood is banned from commercial distribution, and indeed, due
to the complexity of blood management, central and/or state governments usually are responsible.
In Korea, the Korea Red Cross Blood Management Headquarters was established in 1958. There are
15 blood banks and 3 blood inspection centers related to the blood supply for blood transfusion
centers. Domestic blood management is managed by the Blood Information Management System
(BIMS) and consists of an inspection system, a supply system, and a mobile system comprising blood
donation vehicles.

In the case of medical institutions, the Blood Information Sharing System (BISS) manages donations,
blood reservations and orders, test-result inputs and inquiries, as well as blood receipt and delivery.
According to transfusion guidelines, medical institutions input blood-receipt and delivery data via
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the Blood Management System (BMS) of the Blood Information Sharing System [1]. Since blood for
transfusion is most often consumed or disposed of in medical institutions, information management
from a medical institution’s point of view is required. Since the blood information of medical institutions
is limited to the amounts of blood received and released, determination of the reasons for specific
disposals of blood is problematic. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), the blood
cold chain represents a system for storing and transporting blood under the appropriate conditions,
including temperature, from the blood donor to the final transfusion point [2]. The participants in
blood cold chains are blood banks, blood inspection centers, transportation vehicles, and the medical
institutions under the blood management headquarters. Due to the uncertainty of blood quality, supply
agility among participants is required in order to enable rapid response [3]. Securing information
visibility by detecting changes in the supply chain and by sharing information enables a flexible and
agile supply chain [4].

Accordingly, once information visibility in the blood cold chain is secured, real-time information
sharing and transparent information management among participants can respond to demand
efficiently and agilely. Medical institutions secure blood volumes through blood reservations and
orders. However, demand uncertainty is high, because the amount of blood required in an emergency
that may not occur is constant. The situation is made more difficult because of the inability to use
blood after a certain period of time. Research into blood demand response in special situations such
as disasters [3,5,6] has been ongoing. However, alternatives, such as changing the location of blood
banks, increasing the number of blood banks, and setting up specific medical institutions in the supply
area for sudden demand, can lead to cost problems and conflicts of institutional interests [7].

This paper presents a new blood cold chain system design methodology based on private
blockchain technology. We describe the proposed architecture, based on which blood transactions
between medical institutions can be completed in a fully distributed manner. Due to the functionality
of blockchain technology, the proposed blood cold chain system in blockchain can enhance information
visibility. Blood banks and blood test centers, transportation vehicles, and medical institutions are
participants in the blood cold chain system. Because blood has a large demand uncertainty, supply
agility among cold chain participants is required to quickly respond to changes in demand.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose an innovative blockchain-based blood cold chain system in order to overcome the limitations
of current centralized blood management systems. Compared with the conventional centralized
system, the proposed system can significantly increase the visibility of the information of the blood
cold chain system by recording the overall information of blood supply and detailed information such
as consumption and disposal in the distributed ledger (see Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2).

• We designed a new type of blood supply system that directly transacts blood among medical
institutions when a medical institution with an urgent demand cannot receive blood quickly from
a blood bank (see Section 3.2.4). In a centralized blood supply system, it is virtually impossible to
receive from a supply point other than the blood bank. A fatal problem exists that endangers a
patient’s life when an emergency occurs in a hospital far from the blood bank.

• We implemented a comprehensive prototype of the blockchain-based blood cold chain system
using Hyperledger Composer, of which the implementation demonstrates that information
visibility can be gained by creating and tracking a single record per supply point and reducing
blood supply time in emergencies (see Section 4).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the previous research on blood cold
chains and the features, types, and techniques of blockchain. It also provides examples of blockchain
applications in the supply chain and healthcare sectors. Section 3 presents the new blood cold chain
system methodology based on Hyperledger Fabric technology and describes the design method
according to two environmental configurations. Section 4 presents the development environment and
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the characteristics of Hyperledger Composer along with its implementation results. Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Research on rapid blood supply and distribution has been conducted by various approaches.
This section reviews previous studies on blood cold chain management and various cases of applying
blockchain technology to supply chain management are reviewed. In addition, a basic concept of
the blood cold chain system using blockchain technology is presented. Finally, the limitations of the
existing research and the differentiation of this work are discussed.

2.1. Blood Cold Chain Management

Supply chain management integrates core business processes and information through customers
and retailers, and wholesalers, manufactures, and suppliers, which adds value for customers and
other stakeholders [8]. Supply chain management incorporates very complicated processes that
require synchronization of various activities resulting in randomness and supply chain risk [9,10].
Lavastre et al. defined supply chain risk management as “the management of risk that implies both
strategic and operational horizons for long-term and short-term assessment”. Zimon and Madzík [11]
determined the impact of standardized management systems on minimizing selected aspects of risk in
the supply chain.

Seuring and Müller [12] offered a literature review on sustainable supply chain management and
proposed a conceptual framework for the research in this field. They also presented core issues in
sustainable supply chain management based on a Delphi study [13]. Saeed and Kersten [14] identified
and analyzed drivers of sustainable supply chain management that influence or encourage organizations
to endeavor sustainability initiatives and implement sustainable solutions. Zimon et al. [15]
characterized the conditions and barriers related to the implementation of United Nation’s Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) in supply chains.

Nagurney et al. [16] proposed a blood supply chain network that minimizes cost and risk by
representing the decay characteristics of blood as an arc multiplier. Jabbarzadeh et al. [17] introduced a
network design that uses an optimization model for disaster-scenario blood supply. Fahimnia et al. [6]
proposed a probabilistic supply chain model that takes into account disaster-scenario cost and delivery
time. Armaghan and Pazani [18] designed a blood supply chain to handle urgent requests from blood
supply units in the event of an earthquake. They presented a multi-level, multi-objective mathematical
model to minimize the cost of the blood supply chain network and maximize the reliability of the
selected routes for blood transportation. Eskandari-Khanghahi et al. [19] developed a supply model
incorporating mixed-integer linear programming that simultaneously considers location, allocation,
inventory, and delivery. Delen et al. [20] sought to support the decision-making process in the blood
supply chain using both a geographic information system and data mining techniques.

There are two main problems with the existing blood cold chain that have not been addressed
in previous studies. First, there is the problem of insufficient information visibility of the blood
information system. Second, there is the problem of delay of blood transportation in an emergency due
to a centralized blood supply system. The blood supply chain is not only about storing and distributing
blood, but it is also an important issue in the medical field related to a patient’s life. Therefore, it is
necessary to improve the problem of information sharing in a blood supply chain and to prepare a
method to cope with urgent demand by using blockchain technology, as in this research.

2.2. Application of Blockchain Technology to Supply Chain Management

Blockchain technology is actively being applied in the financial field because blockchain technology
ensures the ease and reliability of tracking financial transactions [21]. Since traceability is also important
in supply chain management, it is expected that there will be more cases of blockchain application.
Hackius and Petersen [22] conducted an online survey and asked logistics experts for their view on
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use cases, barriers, facilitators, and the future prospects of blockchain in logistics and supply chain
management. Walmart adopted a decentralized food supply ecosystem for a food traceability system
based on Hyperledger Fabric together with its technology partner IBM [23]. The diamond industry
has adopted blockchain technology to achieve greater transparency. De Beers Group first announced a
system based on blockchain technology that allows the source and distribution channels of diamonds
to be verified through blockchain [24]. This helps consumers to avoid buying fake or stolen diamonds.

Mettler [25] reviewed a variety of application areas of blockchain such as Bitcoins as a starting point,
administration and enforcement of music rights, settlement of smart contracts, and health management.
The Hyperledger Research Network’s Counterfeit Medicines Project uses blockchain to track information
such as when and where drugs are produced in order to prevent the production of counterfeit drugs [26].
Drugs are marked with a timestamp, and theft and forgery can be identified, increasing the safety of the
drug. These examples show that blockchain technology can be used for supply chain management to enable
secure purchases and facilitate tracking when supply channels are complex.

As for the cases of blockchain technology application in the medical field, Kim [27] implemented a
medical examination result repository using Hyperledger Fabric technology to secure the accessibility
of patients’ personal information and to manage security, which is essential for medical information.
Yang [28] applied blockchain to a medical system for improved security of identity authentication
and easy access of EMR (Electronic Medical Record) information using smart contract features.
The application of blockchain technology in the medical field is expanding, especially in the U.S.A and
various private companies, for the purposes of storing and exchanging medical records [29].

2.3. Hyperledger Fabric

The blockchain technology that emerged with Bitcoin is a decentralized, distributed database
technology. Data from system databases can be shared over a network, allowing for real-time
sharing even in a distributed environment, and maintaining consistent data by means of a consensus
algorithm [30]. Blockchain, also called distributed ledger technology, consists of a number of blocks,
which contain information on a number of transactions. Participants (nodes) of the blockchain network
can make direct transactions without a relay or a third party, and since the block is verified, it adds
only approved blocks, thereby ensuring reliability. In addition, since the blocks are arranged by time,
it is difficult to manipulate the contents of the preceding block because all of the following blocks
need to be regenerated. The blockchain system consists of several technologies, including peer-to-peer
networks, consensus algorithms, digital signatures and hashes, and smart contracts [28,31].

Depending on the characteristics of the blockchain network, it can be classified into public, private,
and consortium [30,32]. Public blockchain networks have no restrictions on participants, allowing them
to create, verify, and approve transactions. However, all nodes participating in the network have the
same authority and are slowed down by multiple participants performing transaction approval. Private
blockchain networks, on the other hand, only authorize users who can participate. The consortium
blockchain is semicentral in that it has the form of a network in which several authorized institutions
participate, not just one, but it has the characteristics of a private blockchain. Typical blockchain-based
technologies include Bitcoin Core, Ethereum, and Hyperledger Fabric. Bitcoin Core is a representative
public blockchain network whereby transaction records are shared among all participants and written
in blocks every 10 min. Transactions are executed in a scripting language, for which the scheme is very
simple and has the disadvantage of lacking extensibility. Another public blockchain-based technology,
Ethereum, is a platform that can execute smart contracts on a blockchain basis and records not only
transaction history but also smart contracts and their execution history.

Hyperledger Fabric is a Linux Foundation project that was launched with 17 member companies
in December 2015. The alpha version of the software was released on March 2017, and Hyperledger
Fabric 1.0 was released in June. Figure 1 shows Hyperledger Fabric’s private network and ledger.
The most distinctive feature of Bitcoin’s block is the Key-Value Store (KVS). KVS preserves transaction
processing results. Blocks store transaction information and hash values of the KVS.
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Hyperledger Fabric provides three representative services: a membership service, a consensus
algorithm, and a chaincode service [32]. First, the membership service manages the participants’
information in order to give the blockchain network limited privileges. Second, Hyperledger Fabric
takes a different approach to consistency from that of Bitcoin Core or Ethereum. A consensus algorithm
called PBFT (Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance) is used to obtain the consensus of participants when
updating data. In the PBFT method, a specific node acts as a leader, sends a request to all nodes
including itself, aggregates the response, and then confirms the block. Third, chaincode is a program
that handles transaction execution. It implements processing such as init, invoke, and query. Unlike
the previous 0.6 version, the biggest change in version 1.0 is the role of peers. Validating peer, which
plays a major role in consensus algorithms and ledger management, is divided into endorsing peer,
committer peer, and ordering node in Version 1.0.

Figure 2 shows the architecture of Hyperledger Fabric 1.0. Endorsing peer performs the task of
verifying the transaction proposal, and the ordering service sequentially arranges for each peer to store
a consistent ledger for the transaction; committer peer performs the task of storing the ledger through
transaction verification.
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2.4. Limitations of the Existing Research

Currently, the blood cold chain system has problems with supply time and information
management due to its centralized structure. Most of the studies conducted to solve the supply
time problem have focused on mathematical models with objective functions and determine the
number, location, or delivery route of blood sources. However, adjustment of the blood supply region
may cause conflicts of interest between blood sources, avoidance of roles of medical institutions,
accountability, and cost issues.

This study aims to design and implement a new blood cold chain system based on blockchain
technology to improve the above problems. Blockchain technology makes it difficult to forge and
falsify information, allowing the system to be managed transparently in real time. In addition,
blockchain-based smart contracts can save time and effort related to document processing, and have a
feature of speeding up execution. To solve the supply time problem by using these advantages, blood
transactions between hospitals are designed and executed as smart contracts in emergency situations.
In addition, in the case of disposing of blood in the hospital, which is the final consumption place of
donated blood, a method in which the cause can be recorded in real time can be provided. Therefore,
the proposed system overcomes the limitations of the existing system and prior research by considering
both the aspects of the existing blood information system and the supply time.

3. Design of Blood Cold Chain System

3.1. Overview

In this paper, we propose a blood cold chain system design using Hyperledger Fabric, a private
blockchain technology. We discuss design scenarios and architectures, specifically for emergency blood
requests. The most important thing for hospitals that suddenly need blood is a ready blood supply.
However, if the blood bank that supplies the blood is far from the hospital, difficulties of supply occur.
These difficulties can be solved by using surplus blood from other hospitals that are closer. Therefore,
we designed a system for direct, emergency-scenario blood exchange between nearby hospitals. Using
blockchain technology, the relevant transaction records are recorded and shared in real time.

3.2. New Blood Cold Chain System Based on Blockchain Technology

3.2.1. Scenarios of New Blood Cold Chain System

The system is divided into two scenarios. Both concern situations in which donated blood is
used for transfusion. The general situation is that the blood bank of the Korea Red Cross Blood
Management Headquarters produces blood for transfusion, sends blood to the test center for safety,
and then supplies the blood at the request of hospitals. Under general conditions, hospitals assume
that they cannot order blood from a blood bank other than the designated one.

On the other hand, in the case of an emergency, the blood supply request is made according to the
new method proposed in this paper. If a specific hospital needs a blood supply within 60 min due to a
lack of stock, blood is ordered and received from nearby hospitals if certain conditions are met. In this
case, the consensus process prevents false requests in advance and maintains the system so that only
transactions that meet the conditions can occur.

3.2.2. Architecture of New Blood Cold Chain System

The blood cold chain consists of the blood management headquarters, blood banks, blood
inspection centers, transportation vehicles, and hospitals. Because the participants are specified,
the private blockchain approach is appropriate. The participants register using the membership service
of Hyperledger Fabric. Figure 3 shows the existing blood cold chain and the architecture of the
proposed new system. The left side of the figure shows the conventional centralized form, and the right
side depicts the proposed blood cold chain system with the shared distributed branching technology.
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By this blockchain technology, the network participants share the same distributed ledger, and the
blood management headquarters plays the role of information inquiry and transaction monitoring
rather than participating directly in the supply chain.
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3.2.3. General Blood Supply Situation

The distributed ledger architecture of the blockchain blood cold chain system proposed in this
paper is shown in Figure 4. It is based on the block structure of Hyperledger Fabric, and shows the
transactions that are created each time blood flows through its base.
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There are transactions in Block 1000, where 15 blood banks across the country produce blood
for transfusions, and in Block 1001 and Block 1002, there are transactions from a blood bank to an
inspection center via transportation vehicles. Transactions that send blood back to the blood bank can
be confirmed by Block 1003 and Block 1004. Block 1005 and Block 1006 represent the transfer of blood
from a blood bank to a hospital in the event of a blood order. Finally, Block 1007 shows the use of blood
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stored in a hospital. Each block’s KVS is responsible for preserving transaction processing results to
ensure an up-to-date status. The KVS has the same contents in all verification codes, and the hash
value is recorded in the blockchain.

As blood is a temperature-sensitive resource requiring the use of a dedicated refrigerator to
maintain a constant temperature, the new system checks the temperature and records the transaction to
check the temperature. This is done to ensure that blood having a temperature management problem
is disposed of. In Hyperledger Fabric, chaincode is a program for executing transactions, which is the
basis of smart contract execution. Therefore, a transaction in Hyperledger Fabric can be interpreted as
the execution of chaincode. When checking temperature information at a specific point in time, it can
be recorded as a transaction through chaincode, which is recorded in the blood asset information.

One of the important reasons for implementing the proposed blood cold chain system in blockchain
is information visibility. Many medical institutions wherein blood transfusions are made generate
data that records when the final blood is used or disposed of, which can improve blood inventorying
as well as blood-demand predictability. The participant consensus algorithm of Hyperledger Fabric
sequentially records transactions over time and manages information transparently so as to prevent
forgery or alteration.

3.2.4. Emergency Blood Supply Situation

In an emergency, a medical institution far from the blood bank will not be able to receive a
blood supply quickly. To address the limitations of the existing centralized blood supply, the system
designates this as a special situation and allows the medical institution to request the type of blood
and the amount of blood required from nearby medical institutions. Figure 5 shows the transaction
flow and consensus process for this situation. Since Hyperledger Fabric uses a distributed consensus
algorithm via a specific verification node, the role of verifying the requested transaction in this case is
the peer of hospital A and the peer of hospital A’s neighbor (hospital B).
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(1) shows that the client of hospital A requests a blood transaction. (2) and (3) show that when
the proposal is delivered to the assurance peer, the peers of hospital A and the neighboring hospital
(hospital B) corresponding to the assurance peer execute the chaincode to verify the transaction. In (4)
and (5), the application examines the results received from the guaranteed peer. (6) shows that the
application submits the transaction to the ordering service. In (7) and (8), the ordering service defines
the transaction sequence, creates one block, and sends it to all peers. (9) shows that each peer verifies the
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transaction and confirms the transaction after verifying that the guarantee condition is met. (10) shows
that the neighboring hospital (hospital B) ultimately supplies the surplus blood supply to hospital A.

4. Implementation of the New Blood Cold Chain System

4.1. Hyperledger Composer

The proposed system is implemented using Hyperledger Composer, an open-source application
development tool based on Hyperledger Fabric technology [33,34]. This tool, based on JavaScript, uses
the blockchain business network, because it is suitable for a private blockchain business environment.

4.2. Implementation in General Situations

The participants in the blood cold chain system network are defined in the model file. One is
the participant registry list and another is the asset registry list. Both lists are composed of ID and
data. The participant types in this network are blood banks, inspection centers, transportation vehicles,
and hospitals. To add more participants, the ID and data are defined using “create new participant”.

As noted earlier, blood is a temperature-sensitive resource, and so temperature information
must be obtainable in real time. In the proposed system, therefore, we implemented a temperature
verification transaction as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. After running of temperature-check transaction.

Initial temperature information is optional. Then, when a temperature verification transaction
occurs, a time stamp is recorded to indicate when the temperature was confirmed. Collected blood
should be stored at 1 to 6 degrees Celsius, which means that any blood outside the storage reference
temperature should be discarded after a temperature verification transaction. Discarding of blood
requires a separate transaction and function. A transaction is specified in the model file, and a script
file is written to apply the function to the transaction.

Scripts in Hyperledger Composer are useful for executing developer-defined code or specific
commands, and can be interpreted as spaces that define some sort of transaction execution function.
This corresponds to the business logic of the blockchain network and is written in JavaScript (.js).
In addition, it uses the Query Language supported by Hyperledger Composer to find specific blood
that is outside of the standard temperature range. When the network is configured, a separate query
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file (.qry) is created. In this case, the conditions are set using the SELECT and WHERE operators.
Events can be specified separately for details after a transaction to discard blood has taken place.

In the left of Figure 7, the blood information shows that the current temperature is outside the
whole blood storage temperature range of 0 degrees Celsius to 8 degrees Celsius. Event details can be
specified separately after a transaction to discard blood has taken place. This is specified in the model
file along with the transaction. Detailed logic can be specified through a function in the script file.
As shown in the right of Figure 7, there are three events that occurred at the time the transaction was
executed. This information can be used to determine which blood was discarded and when. The event
shows that Blood0007 and Blood0008, blood outside of the storage reference temperature shown in the
left of Figure 7, were discarded.
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Additionally, blood may be discarded for reasons such as turbidity and discoloration. To manage
this, we defined properties that indicate the state of storage in the blood information. This attribute is
required and should be entered when all of the initial blood assets are created. In addition, participants
in the blood cold chain update the cause when the current blood storage status changes. At this
time, the blood whose revised storage condition is not normal is removed through a blood disposal
transaction by the storage condition. A query was defined as shown in Figure 8 to search for blood
whose status is to be “discarded”.
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Blood is characterized by a specific shelf life depending on its ingredient formulation. Therefore,
in addition to the temperature and storage conditions, it is necessary to continuously check the storage
period and dispose of it after that period. After one day in the system, the retention period of the entire
blood asset is reduced by one day. As with the temperature and storage conditions, we designed a
transaction that discards blood when the retention period reaches zero days. It also allows the user
to view the quantity of blood assets that have a retention period of about one day. The blood moves
according to the blood supply process for transfusion.

The movement state is defined to indicate whether the blood is currently moving or within the
organ. In addition, the blood ownership information is defined, and the first blood owner is the blood
bank. In Figure 9, the first part represents the first blood, indicating that the movement is within the
organ and that the owner is the blood bank. The second part shows that when the blood starts to go to
the inspection center, it changes to the status of “moving”. The third part shows that after the blood is
moved to the inspection center, the owner has been changed from the blood bank to the inspection
center. When a transaction is performed to check the blood temperature within the inspection center,
the results are recorded in the blood asset details. The fourth part shows that after the blood is judged
to be suitable for donation, it moves again to the blood bank.
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Figure 9. Blood movement in general situations.
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4.3. Implementation in Emergency Situations

In emergencies, hospitals that are far from the blood bank have longer supply times. Thus,
we defined the business logic in this system to allow blood to be exchanged between hospitals in
such situations.

The logic can be divided into two types. First, the requesting hospital must have an emergency
condition. Second, the requesting hospital must have surplus blood and supply blood to other hospitals.
Whether or not an emergency occurs, supply availability is defined as a property of the participant
registry, and the hospital can modify this information at any time. If the two logics do not hold at the
same time, the system informs the user that a transaction cannot be made.

In Figure 10, the first part represents blood (Blood0013) inside hospital 1 (Hospital0045). The second
part show that the flow of blood changes to requests allowed (REQUEST_ACCEPT). The fourth part
show that when the inter-hospital blood request transaction is complete, the owner of the blood is
changed to hospital 2 (Hospital0046), where the emergency occurred.
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In the proposed system, we have an environmental scheme in which payment transactions occur
when blood requests occur between hospitals. Since this is not an order form from an existing blood
bank, payment is made in the form of blood requests between hospitals. Figure 11 shows that the asset
data is changed by the transaction between hospital 1 and hospital 2. The trading amount is the blood
unit price multiplied by the trading volume. The blood unit price of the trading target is assumed to
be 4 and the trading volume is 400. Accordingly, the total transaction amount is 1600. In addition,
the pre-transaction assets of hospital 1 and hospital 2 were set at 7000 and 10,000. Therefore, after the
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transaction, hospital 1 receives 1600 from hospital 2 and has 8600, and hospital 2 has 8400, as seen in
the figure below.
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5. Conclusions

We designed and implemented a blood cold chain system based on the private blockchain
technology to achieve two goals: secure information visibility and reduce blood supply time. First,
the real-time recording and sharing of information as blood is moved, consumed, and discarded in
distributed ledgers enables efficient management of blood. In addition, this system, which prevents
forgery and information tampering, will make the blood management operation more transparent by
solving problems that may occur in medical institutions and with medical staff, such as missing inputs
of entry, exit, and errors. Second, the system, which supports blood transactions between medical
institutions after consensus is reached on urgent demand, has the significance of reducing the blood
supply time, which is directly related to saving the lives of emergency patients. This also means that
hospitals can use their surplus blood efficiently, because they can keep their blood stock intact while
maintaining excess blood inventory.

Currently, the use of blockchain technology in the medical field is actively discussed, but there
are no previous relevant studies or application examples in the blood cold chain field. For realization
of the blockchain network proposed by this paper, consideration should be given to coordination
of interests among participants in the blood cold chain system as well as the infrastructural, legal,
institutional, and technical aspects.

Although this study proposes an innovative method for blood cold chain management and
implementation of a prototype system, there is insufficient verification of the proposed system.
Therefore, in the future, we will perform a thorough evaluation study in order to prove the effectiveness
of the proposed scheme by integrating the proposed system with the actual blood information system.
Furthermore, we will consider the proposed design’s cost and network configuration and consider
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the additional information, block size, and hacking-prevention potential required for actual hospital
blood transactions.
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